The purpose of this research is to describe the intertextuality in transforming the portrayal of God in two movies entitled Bruce Almighty and God Tussi Great Ho. The transformation is seen in portraying God in Bruce Almighty which uses Zeus God and in God Tussi Great Ho which uses Siva God. It is influenced by believes which occurs the culture of those movies. This research uses qualitative method. The researcher collects the primary data is from movies and secondary data is from Kristeva's intertextuality. The analysis of this study takes some phenomena in both of two films which are going to same identify supporting by other references about American and Indian culture. Then, analyzes all of them, interprets them in description. The conclusion is the portraying of imitation God in both of two movies use some names, color symbolism, and God's character in same way.
I. Introduction
Intertextuality study is the study of aligned texts which have a relationship in some elements both of two texts.
Intertextuality is a concept that emerged from Julia Kristeva's writing in the 1960s and has remained influential in the field of literary and cultural studies ever since (Panagiotidou, 2011: 2) . Kristeva (1980: 15) describes the concept of intertextuality has nothing to do with matters of influenced by one writer upon another, or with the sources of literary work because intertextuality study involves the components of a textual system. According to Nurgiyantoro (1994: 50) , intertextuality study is the study of a number of literary works which are alleged to have certain forms of relationship, for example, to find the relationship of intrinsic elements such as ideas, events, plot, characterization, style, etc., among the texts have been studied. On the other hand, intertextuality has components of textual system such as intrinsic elements of the text.
The concept of the text cannot be separated in social and cultural elements that is predictable. Barthes (1981 : 37 in Panagiotidou, 2011 states that, "other texts of the surrounding or previous culture are present in the intertexts in more or l.ess easily recognizable forms", understanding intertextuality between text and intertext is that the researcher has to find the influencial phenomena in the previous film. As Allen The second film is as the following film produced based on the story of the previous film.
The target of analyzing those films is trying to find certain aspects that have existed in the previous works on the following works which has been appeared. The problem which appears in this research is how come those two movies are closely similar. The researcher stands on the assumption that literary works are related by invisible web.
II. Method
The researcher uses qualitative that "the main case of research is data, from the data, the research can be done". It means that data is an important thing that the researcher has to collect in research.
Data from this study is a kind of document analysis, it means that collecting data is in the form of written documents, done by searching the data written in the form of quotations, writing documents, written response from publications, reports (Ida, 2011: 241) . Based the explanation above the researcher uses book, journal, website, article, and some example of thesis and internet which related to the objects to support the analysis.
III. Result
Transformation of Bruce Almighty as the previous and God Tussi Great Ho as the following films in this study is the process of the following film changed from the previous film influenced by its culture. The similarities in both of two films also shown in their appearance. The transformation appears in this study are the movies' tittle, the movies' poster, and the colour symbolism of God.
IV. Discussion

Transformation of Movies' Tittle
The tittle in movies is In literary work, color has a symbol which used to send the intended message. A symbol stands for its referent in a conventional way. Words in general are symbols. But any signifier -an object, a sound, a figure, etc -can be symbolic (Danesi, 2004: 31) . A figure of
God is described in Bruce Almighty and God Tussi Great Ho by using white cloth. White is the color symbolism which used to describe God in those movies. White can stand for "cleanliness," "purity," "innocence," (Danesi, 2004: 31) . The things around
God has a function to describe all about God.
Cloud's color in those movie's posters is white. The ability to perceive color in various forms is the basis of many sign-making and sign-using activities across the world (Danesi, 2004: 69) . The white color of cloud has a meaning that it is kind of sign who described about purity like God's purity.
God in those movies also wear a white cloth as a symbol to prove that the person in the movie acts as A God. Danesi (2004: 177) 
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